Meta-analysis

A meta-analysis of ethnic differences in pathways to care at the first episode of psychosis


Objective: We sought to systematically review the literature on ethnic differences in the likelihood of general practitioner (GP) involvement, police involvement, and involuntary admission on the pathway to care of patients with first-episode psychosis (FEP).

Method: We searched electronic databases and conducted forward and backward tracking to identify relevant studies. We calculated pooled odds ratios (OR) to examine the variation between aggregated ethnic groups in the indicators of the pathway to care.

Results: We identified seven studies from Canada and England that looked at ethnic differences in GP involvement \(n = 7\), police involvement \(n = 7\), or involuntary admission \(n = 5\). Aggregated ethnic groups were most often compared. The pooled ORs suggest that Black patients have a decreased likelihood of GP involvement (OR = 0.70, 0.57–0.86) and an increased likelihood of police involvement (OR = 2.11, 1.67–2.66), relative to White patients. The pooled ORs were not statistically significant for patients with Asian backgrounds (GP involvement OR = 1.23, 0.87–1.75; police involvement OR = 0.86, 0.57–1.30). There is also evidence to suggest that there may be ethnic differences in the likelihood of involuntary admission; however, effect modification by several sociodemographic factors precluded a pooling of these data.

Conclusion: Ethnic differences in pathways to care are present at the first episode of psychosis.

Summations

- Ethnic differences in pathways to care are well documented for psychiatric disorders generally, but research on first-episode psychosis (FEP) specifically has been inconsistent. We found evidence to suggest that differences in pathways to care between aggregated ethnic groups are present at the first episode.
- Most prior studies have focused on differences in pathways to care for aggregated ethnic groups, with little consideration of place of origin or immigration status.
- Many prior studies were underpowered and were not designed specifically to look at ethnic differences in pathways to care, and most did not find significant differences between groups. However, once the data from these studies are meta-analysed, the findings suggest that Black patients are less likely to have GP involvement and more likely to have contact with police on the pathway to care, as compared with White patients.
Considerations

- Pathways to care are highly dependent on the social, cultural, and health service context, which needs to be considered when interpreting the results of the meta-analysis.
- More comprehensive studies that are designed and powered to examine differences in pathways to care are needed to elucidate the relative contributions of place of origin, culture, and immigration status.

Introduction

Early detection of first-episode psychosis (FEP) and reductions in treatment delay are important service developments in psychiatry. Understanding the routes that people take to obtain care may facilitate the development of services that decrease the time from first symptoms to effective treatment. The pathway to care that a person takes often involves a complex series of contacts with service providers in an effort to obtain help for the symptoms of psychosis. Social, cultural, and health services factors are important in shaping both the direction and the duration of the care pathway (1).

Ethnicity has the potential to influence the nature and direction of the pathway to care. Ethnicity describes the social group a person belongs to based on factors such as language, religion, and place of origin (2). It will have an impact on illness models, social connections, and consequently care pathways. An individual’s ethnic background influences decisions about whether and how to seek help, as well as the array of services and supports that are available to the patient throughout the help-seeking process (3, 4). Perceived differences between ethnic groups may also impact interactions with service providers (5). Other factors known to covary with ethnic group, such as poverty and discrimination, may also influence the help-seeking process (6), and economic and language barriers may impede access to care (7).

Ethnic differences in pathways to care are well documented for chronic psychiatric disorders, with African and Caribbean origin groups typically experiencing more complex and coercive pathways (8, 9). However, it is important to consider the pathways to care at the first episode specifically, as initial experiences and interactions with health services could have a lasting impact on subsequent help-seeking attempts, engagement with services, and adherence with treatment. Additionally, an extended period of treatment delay at the first episode is a potentially modifiable risk factor for poor clinical and functional outcomes (10–12) that may represent disparities that vary along ethnic lines. A prior systematic review of the literature looked at several sociodemographic determinants of the pathway to care in FEP (13), including ethnicity, but we are not aware of any reviews that have examined each of the determinants in depth or meta-analysed the findings from prior studies.

Aims of the study

The objective of this study was to systematically review the literature on ethnic differences in pathways to care among patients with first-episode psychosis to determine whether the differences observed in psychiatric disorders generally are also present at the first episode of psychosis specifically. Because the pathways to care are affected by the availability and accessibility of services within a given health system, and there are differences in service provision between low-, middle-, and high-income countries, we restricted this review to studies conducted in high-income countries to increase comparability across the studies.

Material and methods

Choice of indicators

Prior studies have examined a wide array of indicators of the pathway to care, and these differ substantially in how they are defined and operationalized (13). Therefore, we chose to focus our analysis on three factors that have been shown to have important implications for help-seeking behaviour, treatment delay, and long-term trajectories:

i) General practitioner (GP) involvement has been previously shown to reduce the likelihood of contact with police and emergency services, but has also been associated with a longer treatment delay (14–16);

ii) Police and criminal justice involvement on the pathway to care has been hypothesized to be associated with an increased likelihood of service disengagement (17);

iii) Involuntary admission has been shown to be associated with dissatisfaction with services for patients and their family members (18), as well as symptoms of PTSD in patients (19) and distress among family members (20). This
could lead to an avoidance of health services for subsequent mental health concerns (21).

We hypothesize that the ethnic differences in pathways to care that are observed in psychiatric disorders generally (8, 9) will also be present at the first episode, such that minority groups will be less engaged with primary care services and have an increased likelihood of police involvement and involuntary admissions.

Systematic review

Our search strategy was developed in consultation with a librarian and involved an electronic search of the MEDLINE (1950–2012), HealthStar (1966–2012), EMBASE (1980–2012) and PsycINFO (1967–2012) databases using the OvidSP platform with search terms specific to each database (Appendix 1). We also searched the Web of Knowledge using key words.

We obtained further studies by manually searching personal files and the reference lists of all included papers. We also conducted forward citation searching using Web of Knowledge to identify papers that had cited the included studies. When abstracts or unpublished papers were retrieved in our search, we contacted the corresponding authors to determine whether the work had been subsequently published. We regularly updated all segments of the literature search, with the final update in September 2012.

Each study was examined by one reviewer for the following inclusion criteria: i) the study measures the pathways to care of people with FEP; ii) the article examines the pathways to care by ethnic group; iii) the study was conducted in a high-income country (22); and iv) the findings were published in a peer-reviewed journal. Where inclusion of a particular paper was unclear, the paper was brought to the other investigators for discussion and consensus. We did not impose any restrictions with respect to date, study design, or language of publication.

For all papers that met the inclusion criteria, two independent reviewers extracted data on key elements of study design, the definition and measurement of pathways to care, the method of assigning ethnicity, and frequency counts and proportions for key indicators. We assigned a quality assessment (QA) score to each paper using a rating scale adapted from the Newcastle-Ottawa Scale (23) and from previously used scales from systematic reviews of ethnic differences in pathways to care (8, 24) (Table 1). Discrepancies between the reviewers were resolved by consensus. Where important methodological details were missing from the paper, we consulted prior studies from the research group to obtain the missing information.

Meta-analysis

We conducted meta-analyses to quantify the between-group variation in the likelihood of GP
involvement and police involvement on the pathway to care. We were unable to meta-analyse the data on involuntary admissions, as there was evidence in several studies of effect modification by age (25), gender (25, 26), and socioeconomic status (27). Thus, we decided that it would be inappropriate to compute a single common effect estimate that ignores the impact of these factors, and we present a qualitative summary of the findings across the different studies. Of note, effect modification has also been tested for in both GP involvement and police involvement, and the investigators did not find evidence of an interaction with other variables (28).

Only two studies examined separate ethnic groupings. In these studies, the data were presented separately for Black-African (people who identified as Black and were born in Africa), Black-Caribbean (people who identified as Black and were born in the Caribbean) and Black-British (people who identified as Black and were born in the UK) patients, as well as for White-British (people who identified as White and were born in the UK) and White-Other (people who identified as White and were born outside of the UK) patients (25, 28, 29). In most studies, aggregated ethnic groupings were presented in which all those who were from ‘Black’ or ‘White’ subgroups were analysed together. We summed the frequency counts for these estimates and calculated odds ratios for Black and White groups, respectively, to allow comparability with the other studies that examined aggregated ethnic groupings. We also meta-analysed the data for the ‘Asian’ group, including the study by Cole and colleagues that lumped the ‘Asian’ group with ‘Other’ (30). We did not meta-analyse the data for the ‘Other’ ethnic groupings due to the limited availability of data and the inherent heterogeneity in such a classification.

We calculated summary odds ratios using the metan procedure in Stata/IC 11.0 (StataCorp LP, College Station, TX, USA). Statistical heterogeneity was assessed using the $I^2$ statistic, with values of 25%, 50%, and 75% suggestive of low, moderate, and high heterogeneity respectively (31). There was a high likelihood of methodological and contextual heterogeneity due to the different definitions used for pathways to care and for ethnicity, as well as the different health service contexts of each of the studies; therefore, we opted to use a random effects model to compute the summary effect estimates (32).

To examine the influence of each individual study on the overall effect estimate, we conducted a sensitivity analysis that calculated the pooled OR and CI after omitting each study in turn using the metaninf procedure. Sensitivity analyses were used to examine the influence of the country of origin of the study, as well the influence of specific items from the quality assessment that were most often missed across the studies ($n \geq 3$ studies not meeting the criterion). Finally, publication bias was explored by generating funnel plots using the meta-funnel procedure.

**Results**

We identified 64 potential articles that were reviewed for inclusion, and we excluded 55 that did not meet the inclusion criteria (reasons listed in Fig. 1). One additional study was excluded post hoc because the ethnic group classification was not comparable to the other studies, as the authors compared the care pathways of an Aboriginal group (Maori) with the non-Aboriginal population (33).

In total, eight papers presenting data from seven different studies compared the pathways to care of ethnic minority groups to the majority population [the findings of Morgan and colleagues were reported in two articles (25, 28)]. Data were available from all studies for the meta-analysis of GP involvement (pooled sample: White = 1004; Black = 682; Asian = 175) and police involvement (pooled sample: White = 1019; Black = 684; Asian = 180), and five studies presented findings on the likelihood of involuntary admission.

**Study characteristics**

The characteristics of the included studies are summarized in Tables 2 and 3, and the quality assessment ratings for study methodology are presented in Table 4. The studies used cross-sectional designs and were conducted in Canada or England. The size of the samples varied substantially, ranging from 93 to 775 participants (median across studies = 199). The two Canadian studies defined the first episode of psychosis based on duration of medication use, and the five studies from England defined it based on first contact with services (Table 2).

All studies used a standardized instrument for measuring pathways to care, as well as multiple data sources to corroborate information. The endpoint for the pathway to care was either contact with psychiatric services ($n = 4$) or admission to an early intervention programme ($n = 3$). However, several of the studies ($n = 3$) did not explicitly report the starting point of the pathway to care (Table 3).

Four studies used a self-report measure of ethnicity, and three used staff assignment. Two studies
performed analyses on specific ethnic groups without aggregation (25, 28, 29), and one study considered the immigration status of participants by distinguishing between first- and second-generation people of African, Caribbean and European origin (29). The classifications of ethnicity that were used are shown in Table 3.

None of the included studies met all of our QA criteria (Table 4). The most common problems across the studies were as follows: non-representative sample ($n = 3$); non-participation rate high or not described ($n = 4$); not using a self-report measure for ethnicity, or not describing how it was measured ($n = 3$); aggregation of ethnic groups ($n = 5$); not providing a clear description of the pathway to care ($n = 3$); and not using the same method of ascertainment for the entire sample ($n = 3$). The effects of these factors on the overall conclusions were explored in the sensitivity analyses of the quality assessment items (described below). None of the studies demonstrated that the sample size was adequate for detecting ethnic differences in pathways to care (Table 4).

Ethnic differences in pathways to care

**General practitioner involvement.** All seven of the studies included in our review used some indicator of GP involvement. We calculated the odds of GP involvement using the proportions taken from the seven studies, and these are presented in Fig. 2. The pooled odds ratio across all the studies indicates that Black patients were significantly less likely to have GP involvement on their pathway to care.

---

*Categories are not mutually exclusive. Citations for excluded studies are available upon request.*

---

**Fig. 1.** Flow chart of the systematic review search strategy and exclusion process.
care, relative to White patients (OR = 0.70, 0.57–0.86). There was no evidence of differences in the likelihood of GP involvement for Asian groups (OR = 1.23, 0.87–1.75). The $I^2$ estimates suggest no statistical heterogeneity in the data for either group ($I^2 = 0\%$).

For both analyses, the conclusions remain unchanged in the sensitivity analysis (data not shown), which recalculates the summary effect estimate after removing each individual study, in turn. In the sensitivity analyses by country, the conclusions remain unchanged for both Black and Asian groups in the studies from England (Black OR = 0.66, 0.53–0.82; Asian OR = 1.24, 0.81–1.91), but there are no significant differences between groups in the findings from Canada (Black OR = 1.03, 0.57–1.87; Asian OR = 1.19, 0.61–2.31). The finding of a reduced likelihood of GP involvement is no longer statistically significant when we reanalyse the data using only the studies that used a self-report measure for ethnicity (QA Criterion #5 OR = 0.72, 0.48–1.06), that had a clearly defined definition of pathways to care (QA Criterion #8 OR = 0.79, 0.60–1.03), or that used the same method of ascertainment for the entire sample (QA Criterion #11 OR = 0.80, 0.60–1.05). Omitting studies that did not meet the remaining QA criteria that were commonly missed (Criteria #1, 2, 6) did not change the conclusions of the meta-analysis (data not shown). Finally, the asymmetrical nature of the funnel plot for GP involvement indicates the possibility of publication bias for data from Asian groups (data not shown).

### Contact with police and the criminal justice system.
All of the studies included in our review used some indicator of police and criminal justice involvement. We calculated the odds of police and criminal justice involvement using the proportions taken from the seven studies, and these are presented in Fig. 3. For the comparison of Black and White groups, the pooled odds ratio across all the studies indicates that Black patients were twice as likely to have police involvement in their pathway to care, relative to White patients (OR = 2.05, 1.63–2.59). There was no evidence of an excess risk of police involvement for Asian groups (OR = 0.84, 0.55–1.29). The $I^2$ estimates suggest no heterogeneity in the data from Black patients ($I^2 = 0\%$) and very little heterogeneity in the data for Asian groups ($I^2 = 4.1\%$).

For both analyses, the conclusions remain unchanged in the sensitivity analysis (data not shown).
shown), which recalculates the summary effect estimate after removing each individual study, in turn. In the sensitivity analyses by country, the conclusions remain unchanged for both Black and Asian groups in the studies from England (Black OR = 2.14, 1.66–2.76; Asian OR = 0.73, 0.34–1.57), but are not significant for the findings from Canada (Black OR = 1.67, 0.93–2.97; Asian OR = 0.96, 0.50–1.86), likely due to the limited sample size. Omitting studies that did not meet the QA criteria that were most frequently not satisfied (Criteria #1, 2, 5, 6, 8, 11) did not change the conclusions of the meta-analysis. Finally, the asymmetrical nature of the funnel plot for police involvement indicates the possibility of publication bias for both groups (data not shown).
Involuntary admission. Five of the included studies looked at ethnic differences in the likelihood of involuntary admissions. Archie and colleagues found that patients of Asian ethnicity in Canada were less likely to have an involuntary admission, relative to other groups (34). Among the studies from England, both Harrison and colleagues and Morgan and colleagues found that Black-Caribbean patients were more likely to be admitted involuntarily (25, 26), and Morgan additionally found that Black-African patients were also more likely to have an involuntary admission, relative to White patients (25). Both studies found evidence of effect modification by gender, although in opposite directions. Specifically, Harrison and colleagues found that Black-Caribbean females, but not males, were more likely to have an involuntary admission (26), whereas Morgan and colleagues report a significant association for males only (25). The latter study also found evidence of effect modification by age, with younger Black-Caribbean patients having a much higher odds of involuntary admission than older Black-Caribbean patients, relative to the White group (25). Burnett and colleagues did not find significant evidence of ethnic differences in involuntary admissions overall, but did find evidence of effect modification when the interaction between ethnicity and other sociodemographic factors were considered. Specifically, they found that the risk of involuntary admission was higher for White males with low education, for Black males who were living alone and for Asian patients who were living in public housing (27). Cole and colleagues from England found that Black patients were more likely to have an involuntary admission, but this finding did not reach statistical significance (30).

Discussion

Our systematic literature review and meta-analysis on ethnic differences in the pathway to care in FEP found significant differences in the likelihood of both GP involvement and police involvement for Black patients in Canada and England, relative to White patients. Black patients were less likely to
have GP involvement and more likely to have police involvement on their pathway to care. We did not find evidence of differences for patients of Asian backgrounds; however, we had a very limited availability of data for these meta-analyses. We also found evidence to suggest that there may be ethnic differences in the likelihood of involuntary admission for Black patients with FEP; however, there was significant effect modification by sociodemographic factors, and we therefore opted not to meta-analyse these data. It is noteworthy that the included studies also reported ethnic differences in other indicators of the pathways to care, including the type of first contact (34), the source of referral into psychiatric services (28), the total number of contacts on the care pathway (14, 34), family involvement in help-seeking (28) and the likelihood of contact with emergency services (29).

Prior reports of ethnic differences in pathways to care in FEP have been inconsistent (13). There has been speculation that ethnic disparities in service use may arise only after the first episode, owing to increased stigma from within minority communities or negative experiences with services received at the first episode (27, 30). However, it is likely that these inconsistent reports are due to the inadequate sample size of many of the prior studies. The results of our meta-analysis suggest that when the data from these studies are pooled, there is a significantly reduced likelihood of GP involvement and an increased likelihood of police involvement for Black patients relative to White. Even with the pooling of data in the meta-analysis, the Asian groups are underrepresented and small numbers may explain the lack of significance in the pooled effect estimates. The fact that these findings are not being driven by any one study suggests that the prior studies reporting no significant difference were likely underpowered. Indeed, none of the included studies demonstrated that they had obtained a sufficient sample for detecting ethnic differences in pathways to care. Based on the proportions reported in each of the papers, only the studies by Morgan and colleagues (28) and Ghali and colleagues (29) are adequately powered to detect an odds ratio of at least two (as found in the

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Country</th>
<th>OR (95% CI)</th>
<th>Weight</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Black Groups vs. White</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anderson et al. (14)</td>
<td>2013</td>
<td>Canada</td>
<td>1.57 (0.80, 3.08)</td>
<td>12.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Archie et al. (34)</td>
<td>2010</td>
<td>Canada</td>
<td>1.97 (0.63, 6.20)</td>
<td>4.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Burnett et al. (27)</td>
<td>1999</td>
<td>England</td>
<td>1.96 (0.70, 5.52)</td>
<td>5.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cole et al. (30)</td>
<td>1995</td>
<td>England</td>
<td>1.30 (0.52, 3.21)</td>
<td>6.59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ghali et al. (29)</td>
<td>2013</td>
<td>England</td>
<td>1.93 (1.32, 2.63)</td>
<td>37.46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harrison et al. (26)</td>
<td>1989</td>
<td>England</td>
<td>3.25 (1.05, 10.09)</td>
<td>4.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Morgan et al. (25)</td>
<td>2005</td>
<td>England</td>
<td>2.57 (1.69, 3.93)</td>
<td>30.43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subtotal (I-squared = 0.0%, p = 0.751)</td>
<td></td>
<td>2.05 (1.63, 2.59)</td>
<td>100.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Country</th>
<th>OR (95% CI)</th>
<th>Weight</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Asian Groups vs. White</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anderson et al. (14)</td>
<td>2013</td>
<td>Canada</td>
<td>0.79 (0.39, 1.57)</td>
<td>35.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Archie et al. (34)</td>
<td>2010</td>
<td>Canada</td>
<td>1.68 (0.49, 5.75)</td>
<td>11.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Burnett et al. (27)</td>
<td>1999</td>
<td>England</td>
<td>0.16 (0.02, 1.35)</td>
<td>3.93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cole et al. (30)</td>
<td>1995</td>
<td>England</td>
<td>1.24 (0.38, 4.05)</td>
<td>12.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ghali et al. (29)</td>
<td>2013</td>
<td>England</td>
<td>0.75 (0.38, 1.47)</td>
<td>36.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subtotal (I-squared = 4.1%, p = 0.384)</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.84 (0.55, 1.29)</td>
<td>100.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

NOTE: Weights are from random effects analysis

Fig. 3. Forest plot from the meta-analysis of seven studies showing the individual and pooled odds ratios for differences in the likelihood of police involvement on the pathway to care. The area of the shaded box on the individual studies indicates the relative weight of each in the meta-analysis.
meta-analysis of police involvement) for a Black vs. White comparison of groups. Despite their large sample sizes, these studies are still underpowered for examining differences in some of the specific ethnic groupings without aggregation.

The included studies typically assessed differences in pathways to care for aggregated ethnic groups, with little consideration of place of origin or immigration status. The ethnic groupings within countries tend to be culturally heterogeneous; therefore, it is important to also include factors such as place of origin and immigration status in the discourse on pathways to care. The studies by both Ghali and colleagues and Morgan and colleagues analysed differences in pathways to care with no aggregation of ethnic groups and did find evidence of differences in the likelihood of negative care pathways between patients of Caribbean origin and those of African origin (25, 28, 29). These studies have also reported differences in treatment delay between specific ethnic groups (29, 35). A study from the Netherlands that did not meet inclusion criteria for our review has found that first- and second-generation immigrants with FEP tend to be referred to mental health services by emergency services more often than native-born individuals, and the risk is higher for second-generation immigrants relative to first-generation immigrants (16). Similarly, the study by Ghali and colleagues found differences between the White-immigrant group relative to the White-British group (29). However, in contrast to the study from the Netherlands, Ghali and colleagues found that first-generation African and Caribbean groups had a higher risk of contact with emergency services and the criminal justice system than their second-generation Black-British peers (29). Such differences across immigrant groups could arise due to language barriers, a lack of knowledge regarding local availability of mental health services, or an increased likelihood of help-seeking from alternative healers (36). The true mechanism underlying differences in pathways to care is likely to involve a complex interaction between population groupings, socio-economic and cultural influences, and immigration status; however, no studies to date have been designed or adequately powered to be able to disentangle the relative contributions of these facets.

Six of the seven studies included in our review adjusted effect estimates for potential confounding factors in the association between ethnicity and pathways to care (Table 2). Although much of the literature on the determinants of pathways to care in FEP has been inconclusive, sociodemographic and clinical factors that have been previously found to be predictive of care pathways include gender, living alone at the time of onset, family involvement in help-seeking, mode of onset of psychosis, premorbid functioning, and psychopathology (13, 37, 38). It has been suggested that the observed ethnic differences in pathways to care may be better accounted for by indicators of social support and isolation (27), and two of the studies included in our review found evidence of effect modification by gender (25, 26). There is evidence to suggest that there may be ethnic differences in sociodemographic factors among patients with FEP (39, 40), as well as ethnic differences in clinical presentation (41, 42). Consequently, a failure to account for the moderating or mediating effects of these variables through the use of multivariate models and interaction terms will distort the true association between ethnicity and pathways to care.

Our findings are limited by a number of factors. There is currently no validated tool for measuring pathways to care (43), and the included studies used a variety of different methods of defining and operationalizing the indices. We were also only able to identify seven studies that reported data on ethnicity and pathways to care, despite the large number of studies to date that have examined care pathways in FEP (13). The included studies are therefore not representative of the varying social, cultural and health service contexts across the totality of evidence on pathways to care. Furthermore, our findings are not generalizable in countries that do not structure their healthcare system around GPs. For example, in the United States, the GP is not used as a contact on the pathway to care (44). The concept of ethnicity remains challenging because of social, political, historical, and geographical influences that contextualize and, at times, change the boundaries and the meanings of group identity (45). Nevertheless, it is important to try and understand social inequalities along these lines as they may relate to how institutions, services, and society treat different groups.

The results of our systematic review and meta-analyses indicate that prior studies examining the association between ethnicity and pathways to care have been limited by underpowered samples, and that between-group differences in negative and coercive care pathways are present at the first episode. More detailed studies that are designed and powered to examine ethnic differences in pathways to care are needed to elucidate the relative contributions of immigration, culture, and social inequalities. Additionally, the discourse on the impact of ethnicity on pathways to care would benefit from a more detailed examination of the complex mechanisms behind this association. This could include: the use of pathway mapping (46), rather than
dichotomizing data which results in a loss of information; qualitative approaches to further our understanding of the reasons behind ethnic differences in pathways to care; or multi-level approaches that additionally consider factors at the population level, such as stigma or local mental health legislation. This detailed documentation of the pathways to care of different ethnic groups is crucial for the design and implementation of culturally sensitive and equitable mental health services.
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Appendix 1
Terms used for Medline search strategy

[exp.Schizophrenia and Disorders with Psychotic Features/ OR exp.Affective Disorders, Psychotic/ OR psychosis.mp OR psychotic disorder$.mp OR schizophreni$.mp OR severe mental illness$.mp] AND
ethnic$.mp OR visible minority$.mp OR ethno$.mp OR immigra$.mp OR migration.mp OR afro$.mp OR africa$.mp OR caribbean.mp OR black.mp OR europ$.mp OR white.mp] AND
[exp.Referral and Consultation/ OR exp. Health Services Accessibility/ OR pathways to care.mp OR pathways to health care.mp OR pathways to mental health care.mp OR pathways to psychiatric care.mp OR pathways to services.mp OR pathways to health services.mp OR pathways to mental health services.mp OR pathways to psychiatric services.mp] exp, Item searched as a MeSH term with explosion; mp, Item searched as a keyword; $, Term may have any combination of endings.